Abstract. We consider the problem of joining a row of compacted cells so as to minimize the area occupied by the cells and the interconnects. The cell joining process includes cell stretching and river routing. Since we consider multilayer routing, we rst develop necessary and su cient conditions for feasible multilayer river routing. This is followed by a development of fast algorithms for the multilayer river routing problem. We then propose several heuristics to join a row of cells in such a way that area is minimized. The proposed heuristics are compared, experimentally with that proposed by Cheng and Despain CHEN89].
Introduction
When designing circuits with compacted symbolic sticks basic cells, the circuit is realized by a collection of compacted cells that tile a two-dimensional area. The intercell interconnects are such that each interconnect connects two terminals that are on adjacent boundaries of neighboring cells. So, for example, if cells A and B (Figure 1(a) ) are neighboring cells of the circuit, then the right boundary of A is adjacent to the left boundary of B. The number of terminals on each of these boundaries will be the same and the i'th terminal (from the bottom) on the right boundary of A is to be connected to the i'th terminal (from the bottom) on the left boundary of B.
Since the cells are available in compacted form, it is not possible to reduce the distance Figure 1 (a) indicate the cut lines used for stretching. The stretching enables us to join cells A and B using no routing tracks (by \join" we mean make the interconnects between cells A and B). This method of joining cells is also called pitch matching.
Another way to join cells A and B is to river route the interconnects as in Figure 1 (c). This uses routing tracks in a channel between cells A and B but does not increase cell height. The pitch matching and river routing approaches to cell joining have been studied in BOYE88] and WEST81]. Algorithms for single-layer river routing can be found in LEIS83, MIRZ87, PINT82, PINT83].
Cell stretching (or pitch matching) increases the height of the layout while river routing increases its width. Both a ect the layout area. The layout of Figure 1 (b) has area 150. To compute the area of the layout of Figure 1 (c), we assume tracks have unit separation. So, the layout width is 14 and height is 11. The layout has area 154. Cheng and Despain CHEN89] have proposed using a combination of cell stretching and river routing so as to obtain layouts with smaller area than possible when only one of these joining methods is used. Figure 1(d) shows the result of joining cells A and B using both stretching and river routing. The area of this layout is 144. This is minimum for the instance of Figure 1 (a).
Cheng and Despain CHEN89] have proposed a heuristic for single layer joining of compacted cells. At each step of their heuristic either a row or column of compacted cells is joined. Following this, the row or column of joined cells is replaced by a composite cell that represents the result of joining. Notice that when a row (column) of cells is joined, cells may be stretched vertically (horizontally) and river routing is done in a vertical (horizontal) channel. To join a row of cells, Cheng and Despain CHEN89] bound the maximum height to which a cell may be stretched. This bound is h max + h 2 avg =(4 h max ) where h max is the height of the tallest compacted cell being joined and h avg is the average height of the cells being joined.
Using this bound, cells are joined one-at-a-time using a penalty/reward scheme to determine if a pair of terminals is to be joined by stretching or by river routing.
Lim, Cheng, and Sahni LIM93] have considered the case when only two cells are to be joined. They develop fast polynomial time algorithms to obtain the minimum area join of two cells. In addition, they are able to obtain, in low order polynomial time, minimum area joins that minimize the length of the longest wire or the total wire length. Lim LIM92] has proposed an O(n(n=c) c?1 ) algorithm to nd the minimum area join of c cells having a total of n terminals. This algorithm does an exhaustive search over all possible numbers of tracks in the c ? 1 routing channels between adjacent cells. A constraint graph is used to determine the minimum height layout for each assignment of number of tracks to routing channels. The time required per track assignment is O(n) and the worst case number of track . The algorithm of LIM92] is awed as it handles channels with zero routing tracks by joining the adjacent cells using minimum height cell stretching and then considers the joined cells as one. This problem is easily xed, however, by combining, in the constraint graph, pairs of vertices that represent corresponding terminals of the two cells (i.e., i'th terminals of each cell) with zero routing tracks in between.
In this paper, we consider the case when l 1 routing layers are available to river route the inter cell connections. Note that while multiple layers do not a ect layout area when cell stretching alone is used, a reduction in area is possible when cell stretching is combined with river routing or when river routing alone is used. We assume that in each layer of each routing channel, the interconnects are to be accomplished using river routing. When the number of layers available for river routing is increased, one may see a dramatic reduction in the number of routing tracks needed per layer. Figure 2 shows an instance that needs n tracks when routed in one layer but only one track/layer when routed in two layers.
We begin, in section 2, by developing a necessary and su cient condition for a river routing instance to be routable in l layers using at most t tracks per layer. This development includes the formulation of two algorithms to perform l-layer river routing when such a routing is possible. In Section 3, we describe the constraint graph used to determine minimum height stretching of c cells. Heuristics for the minimum area joining of c cells are proposed in Section 4 and the results of experiments with these are provided in Section 5. Our conclusions appear in Section 6. , cannot be river routed on a single layer. Hence, (A j ; B j ), i j i+lt, cannot be river routed on l layers. So, (A j ; B j ), 1 j m, cannot be river routed on l layers. As a result, (a) is a necessary condition.
To show that (a) and (b) are su cient conditions for routability, we present two algorithms (RoundRobin and Greedy) that assign the nets to layers in such a way that each layer is river routable when both (a) and (b) are satis ed. The correctness of these algorithms is established in Theorems 3 and 4, respectively. Greedy assigns nets to layers such that the assignment to each layer is routable using t tracks.
Proof: If procedure Greedy is able to assign each of the m nets to a layer, then the layer assignments satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1 and so are routable using t tracks. Suppose the algorithm fails while trying to assign net (A r ; B r ) to a layer. In a similar way, we can show that the remaining l ? jL a j layers account for another t(l ? jL a j) of these nets. This gives us a total of tl nets, whereas we had only tl ? 1. This contradiction implies that procedure Greedy cannot fail unless conditions (a) and (b) are not satis ed.
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Procedure RoundRobin is easily seen to have complexity of O(m). A straightforward implementation of procedure Greedy will have complexity of O(ml). However, by using priority search trees MCCR85] the complexity can be reduced to O(m log l). In practice, since l is quite small, it is unlikely that the priority search tree implementation will run faster than the straightforward implementation in which the l layers are checked in sequence. The Using Theorem 2, we can develop a linear time algorithm to determine the minimum number of tracks needed to route an instance in l layers as well as to nd the minimum number of layers needed for a t track routing. The algorithm for the former is given in Figure 5 . This gure also shows the changes needed in case t is given and we wish to determine the minimum number of layers. The correctness of the algorithm follows from that of Theorem 2 and the fact that t (or l) is increased only if the current t (l) is found to be infeasible. The complexity is O(m) as neither i nor t (l) can exceed m. So 3 Constraint Graph Representation Lim LIM92] has proposed the use of a constraint graph to determine the terminal positions in a row of compacted cells. This is for the case when the number of tracks in each routing Lim LIM92] has shown that the constraint graph is acyclic provided the number of tracks in each routing channel is > 0. He has proposed handling channels with zero tracks by nding rst the minimum area joining of the adjacent cells (only cell stretching is permitted now) and then combining these two cells into one. I.e., the two cells are replaced by their minimum area join. This strategy can be shown to result in non optimality of the algorithm proposed in LIM92]. To preserve optimality, it is necessary to merge the vertices that represent terminals that are the endpoints of nets that are to be routed using no tracks as in Figure 7 . The resultant constraint graph is also acyclic.
It is easy to see that the number of vertices and edges in the constraint graph is O(n) where n is the total number of terminals. Furthermore, the graph can be constructed in O(n) time given the number of routing layers and the number of tracks in each channel. The constraint graph described by us is identical to that of LIM92] except in the way channels with zero tracks are handled and in that our graph is de ned for l 1 routing layers while The length of the longest path from the source vertex of the constraint graph to each of the remaining vertices can be computed in O(n) time by doing this in topological order HORO94, Section 6.5]. It is easy to see that if each terminal is placed at a vertical position given by the longest path length from the source, then all nets can be routed in the given number of tracks (as the conditions of Theorem 2 are satis ed in each routing channel). Furthermore, Lim LIM92] has shown that such a positioning of terminals results in a stretched layout of minimum height for the given channel widths. As a result, when channel widths are known, cells can be stretched to minimize area in O(n) time. The channel widths that result in minimum area can be determined in O(n(n=c) c?1 ) time where c is the number of cells by trying out all possible channel widths LIM92]. Since this is feasible only for small c, we propose several heuristics in the next section.
Heuristics to Minimize Area
We formulate three greedy heuristics to obtain the minimum area join of a row of c compacted cells that have a total of n terminals.
Heuristic 1
The heuristic is described in Figure 8 .
In each iteration of the for loop we examine every pair of adjacent cells. For each pair, the minimum area join is found using the algorithm of LIM93] extended to the multilayer case as discussed in Section 2. The pair which has the minimum area join is replaced by a single cell that represents this join. ). So, the for loop iteration with i = 1 takes O(n 2 ) time. On subsequent iterations, only the two pairs that include the cell introduced in the previous iteration need to have their minimum area join computed. Since each cell pair being considered includes at least one composite cell, the minimum area join is computed by considering the portion of the constraint graph that represents all the basic cells in the cell pair. Channel widths for channels within a composite cell are not changed while obtaining the minimum area join of the cell pair. However as di erent channel widths for the channel between the two (composite) cells being joined are tried, the constraint graph is used to determine the minimum height of the combined cell. So, the time to combine two (composite) cells with n i terminals in the channel between them is O(nn i ). In this heuristic, we begin by assigning each channel the number of tracks needed to route the channel with no cell stretching. This number can be determined in O(n i ) time for a channel with n i nets as described in Section 2. The time taken to do this for all c?1 channels is O(n). The con guration obtained in this way is the maximum width layout. Starting from this con guration, we reduce the total number of tracks available across all c?1 channels by one on each iteration. For this, the e ect of a one track reduction is computed for each channel. The minimum layout height is determined by computing the length of the longest path in the constraint graph of Section 3. The track reduction is done in the channel that results in the smallest layout height (hence the minimum area for the given number of tracks). The algorithm is stated more formally in Figure 9 . When the algorithm terminates, A is the area of the minimum area join found by the Unlike Heuristic 2 which attempts to minimize the layout height for each value of t, the total number of tracks, Heuristic 3 attempts to minimize the width (i.e., total number of tracks) for each choice of layout height. The heuristic begins with a layout height, ht, equal to the height of the tallest compacted cell. At each iteration, the next layout height to use is computed as described later. During each iteration, cells are combined in groups of at most k (k > 1 is a parameter to the heuristic). Each group of combined cells is replaced by its minimum area join subject to the constraint that the height of the join does not exceed procedure Heuristic3 ; begin ht := height of the tallest cell ;
repeat f minimize width subject to height ht g repeat f do this by combining k cells at a time g select k adjacent cells such that the minimum height cell is selected and the height of the tallest selected cell is minimum (if there are fewer than k cells, then select all of them) ; obtain the minimum area layout for the selected cells under the constraint that the layout height does not exceed ht ; during the preceding step record the next value of ht that is possible for a layout ; until one cell remains ;
compute the area of the remaining cell and record it if it is less than the minimum area found so far ;
if there is no next height then terminate ;
ht := next height ; until false; end ; ht. This joining of k cells at a time continues until only one cell remains. Its area is computed and recorded. The minimum area obtained over all heights tried is then reported as the best. Heuristic 3 is given in Figure 10 .
In our implementation of heuristic 3, the minimum area join of k cells is found by considering the portion of the constraint graph for all the basic cells included in these k cells. So, for this purpose composite cells are not handled as single cells. Rather, as in Heuristic 1, the basic cells they are composed of are considered and channel widths previously assigned to the associated channels are not changed. Track assignment is done only for the k ? 1 channels between the k composite cells. We found this to give better results than when composite cells were regarded as atomic. For the case k = 2, the minimum area is determined by a binary search over the number of tracks in the single channel. This takes O(n log n i ) time where n i is the number of nets in channel i. Thus the time needed for the inner repeat loop when k = 2 is O(cn log n) (for uniform terminal distribution it is O(cn log(n=c)). During the binary search, the heights corresponding to channel widths that require height > ht are recorded. The minimum of these heights yields the next value of ht. When k > 2, all track combinations for the k ? 1 channels are tried as in Section 3.
Again, each composite cell is broken up into its basic cells. As di erent track combinations are tried, we record the minimum height > ht that results from any track combination. This gives the next value of ht. The time for the inner repeat loop is O((c=(k ? 1))n(n=k) k?1 ) (or O((c=(k ? 1))n(n=c) k?1 ) when terminals are uniformly distributed).
In all our experiments, the outer repeat loop was iterated fewer than (k ? since Heuristic 3 tries the maximum useful height (i.e., the height needed when no routing tracks are available), it generates optimal solutions when k = c.
Experimental Results
We programmed our three heuristics as well as the heuristic Fang CHEN89] in C and ran tests on a single KSR processor. Optimal solutions for instances with upto nine cells were obtained using the corrected version of the exhaustive search algorithm of LIM92]. Our test set consisted of instances that had a number of cells, c, equal to one of the numbers in the set f3, : : :, 9, 10, 20, 50, 100g. For each value of c, there were twenty instances and the results were averaged over these instances. An instance with c cells had c ? 1 routing channels. The number, t, of terminals on either side of each routing channel was equal to c for 3 c 9 and was 10 for the other values of c. In addition, when c = 100, we also had instances with 20 terminals on either side. In our experiments, we considered only single layer and two layer routing. Table 1 gives the average percentage by which the area of the single layer solutions generated by each of the heuristics exceeded the area of the single layer optimal solution. As is evident, each of the heuristics proposed in this paper gave noticeably better solutions than did Fang. This table is only for the cases 3 c 9 as for c > 9 the optimal algorithm of LIM92] required too much time to complete. In table 2, we have used the single layer solution produced by Fang as the benchmark against which the solutions obtained by our three heuristics are compared. This table gives the average percentage by which the area of the solutions produced by our heuristics is less than that of the solutions produced by Fang. Our solutions have area 9 to 18% less. Table 3 compares the computing time requirements of the various algorithms for the case of one layer. The optimal algorithm is useful only for small values of c (say upto 7). While Fang is signi cantly faster than the heuristics proposed here, the quality of the solutions generated by our heuristics is superior. Table 4 is the analog of table 1 for the case of two layers. Again, our heuristics performed considerably better than did Fang. Table 5 gives the improvement in area due to increasing the number of routing layers from one to two. This is in uenced somewhat by the width of cells which in our case ranged from 5 to 30 times the track separation. Table 2 : Improvement (%) over Fang, l = 1 the impact of the second layer would have been greater and with wider cells, it would have been less. Also, the impact of the second layer is more when more routing tracks are needed.
For the smaller instances of table 4, for example, the optimal solutions with l = 2 required, on average, only 1.8% less area than when l = 1. Table 6 is the analog of table 2 for the case of two layers. The results are similar to those in table 2. Table 7 gives the average computing times for the two layer instances. These are less than for the one layer case as the constraint graph has fewer edges.
For large c, we recommend the use of heuristic 2 or 3 (with k = 2) and for small c we recommend using heuristic 3 (with k = 3 or 4).
Conclusion
We have developed necessary and su cient conditions for multilayer river-routing. In addition, two simple algorithms to do multilayer river routing using the fewest number of tracks were developed. Next, we considered the problem of joining a row of compacted cells and developed heuristics to stretch cells and river-route the nets so that the layout area is minimized. Our proposed heuristic was compared, experimentally, with Fang CHEN89] and found to produce layouts with less area. However Fang is faster. We recommend the use of our Heuristic 3 with k = 3 or 4 in practice. y : Times are in hours. y : Times are in hours. 
